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1. (a)  Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha.   [15] 
 
Buddhism started in Northern India over 2,500 years ago. As Cush quoted "It was a great 
time of excitement and change." One important part of Buddhism is the three marks of 
existence. The three marks of existence play an important role in Buddhism as they are one 
of the things that the Buddha realised as he was living his life as an ascetic. One of the 
three marks of existence is dukkha, dukkha is the teachings of the Buddha and is also a 
hard word to explain. It could be explained as being 'suffering, but not all suffering is bad, 
one example would be that you are excited to go to a concert, you go and watch it but then it 
must come to an end. This is an example of dukkha. Many Buddhists monks even find it 
difficult to explain. The second of the three marks of existence is anica, this is the cause of 
dukkha, this word again is difficult to explain. One way of explaining it would be if you have 
two candles and one is lit, if you then light the one that isn't lit from the lit one, it has been lit 
from the other one but is a different light. This means that is causes the suffering but it isn't 
suffering. 
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1. (a)  Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha.   [15] 
 
Buddhism started in Northern India over 2,500 years ago. As Cush quoted "It was a great 
time of excitement and change." One important part of Buddhism is the three marks of 
existence. The three marks of existence play an important role in Buddhism as they are one 
of the things that the Buddha realised as he was living his life as an ascetic. One of the 
three marks of existence is dukkha, dukkha is the teachings of the Buddha and is also a 
hard word to explain. It could be explained as being 'suffering, but not all suffering is bad, 
one example would be that you are excited to go to a concert, you go and watch it but then it 
must come to an end. This is an example of dukkha. Many Buddhists monks even find it 
difficult to explain. The second of the three marks of existence is anica, this is the cause of 
dukkha, this word again is difficult to explain. One way of explaining it would be if you have 
two candles and one is lit, if you then light the one that isn't lit from the lit one, it has been lit 
from the other one but is a different light. This means that is causes the suffering but it isn't 
suffering. 


 



Sticky Note

This is irrelevant padding and appears to be a strategy to introduce a scholar, which is totally ineffective. In addition to lacking focus on the set question, the candidate shows they don’t understand the relationship between what they read and what they write. Cush does not ‘quote’.  



Sticky Note

This is a fair point and good analysis. 



Sticky Note

This is reasonable use of an example. It might have been unpacked in more detail (why does the transience of the experience make it dukkha?).



Sticky Note

Misspelling a term that appears in the set question is careless.



Sticky Note

Evidence of confusion between anicca and anatta. This would have achieved a bottom Band 2 (4 marks). The answer does address ‘some of the demands of the question set’ and use ‘limited’ evidence and examples. The reference to the life of the Buddha and to Buddhist monks are acceptable as sources of wisdom. 
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Band 


Assessment Objective AO2- Part (b) questions   15 marks 


Analyse and evaluate aspects of, and approaches to, religion and belief, 


including their significance, influence and study. 


5 


13-15 marks 
 


 Confident critical analysis and perceptive evaluation of the issue. 


 A response that successfully identifies and thoroughly addresses the issues raised by the 
question set. 


 The response shows an excellent standard of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 Thorough, sustained and clear views are given, supported by extensive, detailed reasoning 
and/or evidence. 


 Thorough and accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Excellent spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


4 


10-12 marks 


 


 Purposeful analysis and effective evaluation of the issue. 


 The main issues raised by the question are identified successfully and addressed. 


 The response shows a very good standard of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 The views given are clearly supported by detailed reasoning and/or evidence. 


 Accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Very good spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


3 


7-9 marks 


 


 Satisfactory analysis and relevant evaluation of the issue. 


 Most of the issues raised by the question are identified successfully and have generally been 


addressed. 


 The response shows a satisfactory standard of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 Most of the views given are satisfactorily supported by reasoning and/or evidence. 


 Mainly accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Satisfactory spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


2 


4-6 marks 


 


 Some valid analysis and inconsistent evaluation of the issue. 


 Partially accurate response, with some signs of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 A limited number of issues raised by the question set are identified and partially addressed. 


 A basic attempt to justify the views given, but they are only partially supported with reason 


and/or evidence. 


 Some accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Some minor, recurring errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


1 


1-3 marks 


 


 A basic analysis and limited evaluation of the issue. 


 Very limited accuracy within the response, with little coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 An attempt has been made to identify and address the issues raised by the question set.  


 Little attempt to justify a view with reasoning or evidence. 


 Some grasp of basic specialist language and vocabulary. 


 Errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar affect the meaning and clarity of communication. 


0        No relevant analysis or evaluation. 
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1. (b)  ‘The three lakshanas are negative.’  
  Evaluate this view. [AO2 15] 


 
Candidates could include some or all of the following, but other relevant 
points will be credited 


 


 Candidates may argue that not everything in life is negative or associated 
with suffering or unsatisfactoriness. There are happy and pleasant events.  
The Buddha said that pleasant and happy events were real, but temporary 
and insubstantial.  


 Candidates may argue there are enduring features of life such as human 
love, inspiring presence of nature, the nature of great art or the desire to 
do good. The Buddha argued that though enduring, these features were 
not eternal. 


 The idea that Buddhism is negative derives from the problematic 
mistranslation of the term dukkha as suffering. 


 Candidates may argue that it is not negative, just realistic. They may 
argue that a failure to appreciate the three lakshanas is the cause of a 
great deal of greed, delusion and suffering.  


 Buddhism is realistic in its diagnosis of the human condition; Buddhism is 
highly positive because it teaches a way out of suffering. 


 They may argue that from a Buddhist perspective, seeing the truth of the 
lakshanas is a significant part of the journey to enlightenment, so rather 
than being negative it is soteriologically positive.  


 A positive feature of anicca (impermanence) for Buddhists is that nobody 
is fixed as they are, and all have the ability to change and grow. 


 
Overall, candidates are expected to engage with the debate and come to 
a substantiated evaluation regarding the issue. 
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1. (a)   Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha.  [25]  
 


The three marks of existence form the basis of Buddhist teaching. They are dukkha, anicca 


and anatta. They are also known as the three universal truths and the three signata. 


The first of the three is dukkha, literally translated, it means 'suffering'. However, Buddhists 


would argue that this is not a correct translation as dukkha is not necessarily physical pain, 


but more of a dissatisfaction with life, feeling discontent.   Buddhists believe that there are 


three kinds of 'dukkha', the first being 'unsatisfactoriness', the second being physical pain 


and death, with the third being the suffering of others. Buddhists say that the more 


compassionate you are as a person, the more you are subjected to dukkha. Buddha taught 


that dukkha was the result of your own greed, hatred and ignorance. The teaching of dukkha 


is however not negative in the Buddhist view,   as many believe it is better to be aware of 


reality, than remain ignorant and in turn create more dukkha for oneself. Buddhism teaches 


that the realisation of dukkha and its causes is what will lead a Buddhist to the Dharma and 


in turn the Four Noble Truths. As Thich Nhat Hanh said,  “People suffer because they are 


caught in their views. As soon as we release those views, we are free and we don't suffer 


anymore.” (Taken from "The Heart of the Buddha's Teaching: Transforming Suffering into 


Peace, Joy, and Liberation"). 


The second of the Universal Truths is the teaching of anicca, which states that everything is 


impermanent.  Buddhists believe that nothing in life is permanent, everything is in flux, the 


world is constantly changing. This includes people, objects, states of mind, relationships, etc.  


as being dependent on causes and conditions, and are therefore constantly changing. Nothing 


remains forever. A flower is a good example of the transience of all things, because a flower 


perceptibly changes and decays. Buddhism says that this transience is a feature of all things. 


Even a plastic flower might seem to have the ability to last forever, but actually it is decaying, 


just much more slowly than the real flower. Even the things that seem permanent, like land or 


mountains, are in fact in flux (or constant change). The concept of annica teaches Buddhists 


not to become attached to any worldly desires as everything is anicca and in turn, will only 


result in your own suffering. 


 


The three Universal Truths help Buddhists to come to terms with the realities of life  - they 


guide them on their quest to enlightenment. 


 


  



Sticky Note

Good introductory comment, but opportunity lost to note explicitly that the terms in the question comprise two of the three marks/universal truths. 



Sticky Note

Good deployment of specialist language



Sticky Note

Not quite correct. Dukkha most certainly does include physical pain, but it means more than this. It is clear from what come next that this is what the candidate means. 



Sticky Note

This is an attempt to grapple with some difficult nuances, but does not quite work. The second sentence here is the more accurate. 



Sticky Note

Mention of the Four Noble Truths here, but opportunity missed to clarify the role of dukkha as the first truth. 



Sticky Note

This is to some extent effective use of a primary source, however the quote does not quite fit the context, as the candidate has not explained the role of ‘views’ in dukkha. 



Sticky Note

Accurate deployment of advanced terminology.



Sticky Note

Accurate and relevant.



Sticky Note

Deployment of specialist terminology.



Sticky Note

Clearly supported by use of detailed evidence and examples.



Sticky Note

Reasonable concluding assertion. In all, this answer was stronger on anicca than on dukkha. Opportunities were missed to communicate basic knowledge about dukkha; for example, that it is also the first noble truth. Whilst the candidate rightly identifies ignorance as a cause of dukkha, there is no mention of clinging/grasping/attachment. The candidate might have used various strategies to explain dukkha. They might have drawn on some primary sources – for example: "Birth is dukkha, aging is dukkha, death is dukkha; sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, & despair are dukkha; association with the unbeloved is dukkha; separation from the loved is dukkha; not getting what is wanted is dukkha. In short, the five clinging-aggregates are dukkha."— (Samuyuta Nikaya)Or ‘I teach one thing only, dukkha and the end of dukkha.’ (Dhammacakapavattana Sutta) Or they might have used some examples to evidence their understanding of dukkha, drawn either from contempoarary life, or the life of the Buddha. This would achieve a Band level 4 11 marks. The response demonstrates depth in some areas.
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AS Generic Band Descriptors 
 


Band Assessment Objective AO1 – Part (a) questions      15 marks 
 


Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of religion and belief, including: 


- religious, philosophical and/or ethical thought and teaching  
- influence of beliefs, teachings and practices on individuals, communities and societies  
- cause and significance of similarities and differences in belief, teaching and practice  


- approaches to the study of religion and belief. 


 
 
 
5 


13-15 marks 
 


 Thorough, accurate and relevant knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.  


 An extensive and relevant response which answers the specific demands of the question set. 


 The response shows an excellent standard of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 The response demonstrates extensive depth and/or breadth. Excellent use of evidence and 
examples. 


 Thorough and accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Thorough and accurate use of specialist language /vocabulary in context. 


 Excellent spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 
 
4 


10-12 marks 


 Accurate and relevant knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.  


 A detailed, relevant response which answers the specific demands of the question set. 


 The response shows a very good standard of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 The response demonstrates depth and/or breadth. Good use of evidence and examples. 


 Accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context.  


 Very good spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 
 
3 


7-9 marks 


 Mainly accurate and relevant knowledge and understanding of religion and belief.  


 A satisfactory response, which generally answers the main demands of the question set. 


 The response shows a satisfactory standard of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 The response demonstrates depth and/or breadth in some areas. Satisfactory use of evidence and 
examples. 


 Mainly accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Mainly accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Satisfactory spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 
 
 
2 


 


4-6 marks 


 Limited knowledge and understanding of religion and belief. Basic level of accuracy and relevance.  


 A basic response, addressing some of the demands of the question set. 


 Partially accurate response, with some signs of coherence, clarity and organisation.  


 The response demonstrates limited depth and/or breadth, including limited use of evidence and 
examples. 


 Some accurate reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Some accurate use of specialist language and vocabulary in context. 


 Some minor, recurring errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


 
 
1 


1-3 marks 


 Very limited knowledge and understanding of religion and belief. Low level of accuracy and 
relevance.  


 A very limited response, with little attempt to address the question.  


 Very limited accuracy within the response with little coherence, clarity and organisation. 


 The response demonstrates very limited depth and/or breadth. Very limited use of evidence and 
examples. 


 Little or no reference made to sacred texts and sources of wisdom, where appropriate. 


 Some grasp of basic specialist language and vocabulary 


 Errors in spelling, punctuation and grammar affect the meaning and clarity of communication. 
 


N.B.   A maximum of 1 mark should be awarded for a response that only demonstrates 


          'knowledge in isolation' 


0  No relevant information. 
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Unit 1 - Option D: An Introduction to the Study of Buddhism 
 


Mark Scheme 
 


To be read in conjunction with the marking guidance for examiners and the generic band 
descriptors provided. 
 


Section A 
 


1. (a) Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha. [AO1 15] 
 
 Candidates could include some or all of the following, but other relevant 
points will be credited. 


 


 Anicca and dukkha are two of the three lakshanas, marks or 
characteristics of existence.  


 Anicca means impermanence and insubstantiality and applies to all that is 
conditioned. It means that everything is in a constant state of flux; cause 
and effect; nothing lasts forever.  


 Buddhists see all things (people, objects, states of mind, relationships, 
qualities, everything) as being dependent on causes and conditions, and 
are therefore constantly changing.  


 Dukkha is the first of the Four Noble Truths and is one of the three marks 
of existence. Expect candidates to focus on the difficulty with the 
translation of ‘dukkha’ into English. It means more than suffering. It is a 
diagnosis of the human condition and involves a general dissatisfaction 
with life. Dukkha means a spectrum of experiences from 
unsatisfactoriness through to suffering. 


 Dukkha is not only about good things coming to an end. It is about 
everything being fundamentally imperfect, even if only slightly. 


 Candidates may develop the idea of dukkha into three types: dukkha 
arising from suffering, dukkha arising from mental/emotional pain and 
dukkha arising from impermanence.  


 Buddhists believe that ignorance arises from the failure to appreciate the 
truth of anicca and dukkha and their universal application.   


 Anicca and dukkha are taught so that Buddhists can seek and find 
enlightenment. They offer diagnoses of the human condition.  


 
  This is not a checklist, please remember to credit any valid alternatives. 
 
 
  












(b)
[15] 


‘The three lakshanas are negative.’ 


Evaluate this view. 








1. (b)  ‘The three lakshanas are negative.’ 
Evaluate this view.         [15] 


 
Dukkha could be described as a pragmatic concept rather than a negative one, because it 
recognises that suffering exists. We all experience suffering or unsatisfactoriness, even 
when we are feeling happy, we know that as anicca suggests, this feeling is impermanent. 
Others however may argue that dukkha is not everywhere, and that the concept of dukkha 
does appear to give a negative view of life. Not everyone has had great experience of 
suffering, whereas dukkha implies that suffering is the norm for everyone. 
 
Likewise it could be argued that anicca is also a pragmatic view of life. It is not negative, it 
simply states that nothing appears to be permanent. Moments of happiness or even days full 
of happiness always come to an end. The flowers offered during puja are a good example of 
this – they remind Buddhists of the impermanence of all things. 
 
However, it could be said that some things do last – for example you inherit genes from your 
family. A Buddhist would argue however that even these change over time as genes from 
different families mix. They would also argue that impermanence can be viewed as a 
positive thing rather than a negative one, because accepting that there is impermanence 
yourself helps them to focus on the goals on enlightenment and helping others. It also helps 
Buddhists deal with the fact that they are not constantly the same during their life and they 
will change. 
 
Anatta is not negative as it allows a Buddhist to understand themselves. Once they 
understand that dukkha is unavoidable, everywhere and must be overcome this helps them 
to understand anicca – that everything is impermanent - including the self being 
impermanent ( no permanent fixed self - anatta). Anatta is also a positive concept as it 
allows Buddhists to understand the concept of rebirth – that there is no permanent self or 
essence as they pass from one life to another. It also helps them to understand the concepts 
of karma and merit and how this can impact upon the next life. Others would argue that 
during a person's life there is a permanent 'self'- your DNA which remains the same 
throughout your life. 
 
In conclusion many would argue that the three marks of existence are not negative, but 
rather offer a pragmatic and holistic explanation of life. 
 



Sticky Note

This is true, and is good analysis for this level. However, it does not quite capture the nuances of dukkha. Dukkha is not only ‘great suffering’, but lesser disappointments and satisfactoriness. 



Sticky Note

Good insight, showing deep understanding. 



Sticky Note

Relevant deployment of an example. 



Sticky Note

Again this is a good, relevant point. The candidate is taking care to offer as many arguments as possible from different angles. Here the candidate writes about psychological benefits of a Buddhist worldview. 



Sticky Note

This is the only significant argument in favour of the statement. 



Sticky Note

Good point. To improve, explain more about how and why this shift in priorities takes place. 



Sticky Note

Sophisticated vocabulary. Overall this would have achieved a Band 4 11 marks. Whilst its weakness is that it is a little one sided, it is purposeful analysis, supported by detailed reasoning and good examples, and uses specialist vocabulary in context. 



Sticky Note

Deployment of  specialist terminology



Sticky Note

Very interesting argument, well made. It could have been made more powerful by an explicit link to anatta.



Sticky Note

This is a highly sophisticated opening sentence.
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1. (b)  ‘The three lakshanas are negative.’ 
Evaluate this view.         [15] 


 
Dukkha could be described as a pragmatic concept rather than a negative one, because it 
recognises that suffering exists. We all experience suffering or unsatisfactoriness, even 
when we are feeling happy, we know that as anicca suggests, this feeling is impermanent. 
Others however may argue that dukkha is not everywhere, and that the concept of dukkha 
does appear to give a negative view of life. Not everyone has had great experience of 
suffering, whereas dukkha implies that suffering is the norm for everyone. 
 
Likewise it could be argued that anicca is also a pragmatic view of life. It is not negative, it 
simply states that nothing appears to be permanent. Moments of happiness or even days full 
of happiness always come to an end. The flowers offered during puja are a good example of 
this – they remind Buddhists of the impermanence of all things. 
 
However, it could be said that some things do last – for example you inherit genes from your 
family. A Buddhist would argue however that even these change over time as genes from 
different families mix. They would also argue that impermanence can be viewed as a 
positive thing rather than a negative one, because accepting that there is impermanence 
yourself helps them to focus on the goals on enlightenment and helping others. It also helps 
Buddhists deal with the fact that they are not constantly the same during their life and they 
will change. 
 
Anatta is not negative as it allows a Buddhist to understand themselves. Once they 
understand that dukkha is unavoidable, everywhere and must be overcome this helps them 
to understand anicca – that everything is impermanent - including the self being 
impermanent ( no permanent fixed self - anatta). Anatta is also a positive concept as it 
allows Buddhists to understand the concept of rebirth – that there is no permanent self or 
essence as they pass from one life to another. It also helps them to understand the concepts 
of karma and merit and how this can impact upon the next life. Others would argue that 
during a person's life there is a permanent 'self'- your DNA which remains the same 
throughout your life. 
 
In conclusion many would argue that the three marks of existence are not negative, but 
rather offer a pragmatic and holistic explanation of life. 
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1. (a)  Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha. [15] 


The three marks of existence form the basis of Buddhist teaching. They are dukkha, anicca 
and anatta. They are also known as the three universal truths and the three signata. The first 
of the three is dukkha, literally translated, it means 'suffering'. However, Buddhists would 
argue that this is not a correct translation as dukkha is not necessarily physical pain, but 
more of a dissatisfaction with life, feeling discontent. Buddhists believe that there are three 
kinds of 'dukkha', the first being 'unsatisfactoriness', the second being physical pain and 
death, with the third being the suffering of others. Buddhists say that the more
compassionate you are as a person, the more you are subjected to dukkha. Buddha taught 
that dukkha was the result of your own greed, hatred and ignorance. The teaching of dukkha 
is however not negative in the Buddhist view, as many believe it is better to be aware of 
reality, than remain ignorant and in turn create more dukkha for oneself. Buddhism teaches 
that the realisation of dukkha and its causes is what will lead a Buddhist to the Dharma and 
in turn the Four Noble Truths. As Thich Nhat Hanh said, “People suffer because they are 
caught in their views. As soon as we release those views, we are free and we don't suffer 
anymore.” (Taken from "The Heart of the Buddha's Teaching: Transforming Suffering into 
Peace, Joy, and Liberation"). 


The second of the Universal Truths is the teaching of anicca, which states that everything is 
impermanent. Buddhists believe that nothing in life is permanent, everything is in flux, the 
world is constantly changing. This includes people, objects, states of mind, relationships, etc. 
as being dependent on causes and conditions, and are therefore constantly changing. 
Nothing remains forever. A flower is a good example of the transience of all things, because 
a flower perceptibly changes and decays. Buddhism says that this transience is a feature of 
all things. Even a plastic flower might seem to have the ability to last forever, but actually it is 
decaying, just much more slowly than the real flower. Even the things that seem permanent, 
like land or mountains, are in fact in flux (or constant change). The concept of annica 
teaches Buddhists not to become attached to any worldly desires as everything is anicca 
and in turn, will only result in your own suffering.  


The three Universal Truths help Buddhists to come to terms with the realities of life - they 
guide them on their quest to enlightenment. 
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1. (b)  ‘The three lakshanas are negative.’
Evaluate this view. [15] 


Dukkha is not negative as it recognises that in order to minimise suffering we have to accept 
that it exists. For example, if craving money is causing me to suffer, by ceasing to this I will 
help to ensure my own happiness. However, others would say that dukkha is negative 
because it focusses on suffering rather than the positive aspects of existence such as love, 
friendship, etc. 


Anicca is negative because it focuses entirely on the fact that nothing last forever. This might 
cause people to question the purpose of existing at all. 


Anatta is also negative because it states there whilst a person's essence may exist in some 
form in another existence it will not be the same self. Some may claim what is the point of 
this continued existence if there is no 'self', it seems pointless. 












1. (a) [15] Examine Buddhist teachings about anicca and dukkha. 








   
 
1. (b)  ‘The three lakshanas are negative.’ 


Evaluate this view.         [15] 
 
 
Dukkha is not negative as it recognises that in order to minimise suffering we have to accept 
that it exists. For example, if craving money is causing me to suffer, by ceasing to this I will 
help to ensure my own happiness. However, others would say that dukkha is negative 
because it focusses on suffering rather than the positive aspects of existence such as love, 
friendship, etc. 
 
Anicca is negative because it focuses entirely on the fact that nothing last forever. This might 
cause people to question the purpose of existing at all. 
 
Anatta is also negative because it states there whilst a person's essence may exist in some 
form in another existence it will not be the same self. Some may claim what is the point of 
this continued existence if there is no 'self', it seems pointless. 
 


 


 



Sticky Note

Good opening sentence. 



Sticky Note

This shows insight, but could be spelled out in much more detail and counter arguments. 



Sticky Note

Again this shows insight, but the analysis does not go very far. This answer would achieve a Band 2  4 marks. It just scrapes into the band because there is some analysis and inconsistent evaluation of the issue; a limited number of issues raised by the question are partially addressed. There is a basic, attempt to justify the views given, and there is some accurate use of specialist language in context. 



Sticky Note

This is good analysis, which might have been strengthened by more explanation. 



Sticky Note

Accurate knowledge is demonstrated here. 
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